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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY In August and September 2015 we executed a research project with the goals of understanding: - Program participants’ journeys - Obstacles young Black and Latino/a technologists face in tech spaces - Types of interventions that may help boost retention in the pipeline



METHODOLOGY Data collection was qualitative, consisting of in-depth interviews with 75 out of 82 current or former CODE2040 fellows. After coding interviews, we analyzed data using STATA software.



CORE FINDINGS 1. Not all Black and Latino/a engineers experience tech spaces the same way. Much depends on the intersections of identity. Within the scope of Black and Latino/a technologists, CODE2040 fellows come from a diversity of backgrounds.



3. Black and Latino/a engineers face especially high expectations from themselves and from others. 4. obstacles in tech do vary between genders (but do not vary as much across race or nationality): • Male fellows enter tech as career seekers/entrepreneurs • Male fellows feel most challenged by hard material and feeling behind in tech skills



2. Women of color and African-American men have much in common: • Early starts in coding (preuniversity • Most likely to feel negatively impacted by race in tech spaces (e.g. isolation, imposter syndrome) • Most likely to drop out of CS and tech



• Female fellows enter tech as curious learners/hacker purists • Female fellows feel most challenged by social problems and feeling ostracized in tech spaces



5. Breaking points (or moments when fellows seriously considered leaving tech) usually occur in university and are strongly correlated with a lack of awareness, resources, and social network.



TOP 10 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INDUSTRY* 1. BUILD AWARENESS. Black and Latino/a engineers are most likely to thrive with access to technical resources, professional resources, industry scope, and diversity resources. 2. BUILD SOCIAL NETWORKS. Chances of retention increase if access to peers, role models, mentors occurs before Black and Latino/a students reach breaking points. 3. USE AN ECOSYSTEMS APPROACH. There are both internal strategies (i.e. at a given company) and external strategies (i.e. across the tech sector) to build awareness and social networks—and thus create a healthy ecosystem for diversity and inclusion in tech. 



internal ecosystem



external ecosystem



5. INTERVIEWING. The interview process must standardize. Make sure to measure work skills, rather than anxiety levels.



8. PARTNERSHIPS. Create relationships with companies and organizations invested in building the pipeline and strengthening retention for diverse employees. Goals are to improve company tactics and encourage industry-wide learning.



6. PROTOCOLS. Educate employees about company protocols to foster awareness about communication and resources for navigating the workspace.



9. COMMUNICATIONS. Integrate D&I into communications strategies to reinforce notions of diversity around press, product, D&I learning, and advocacy.



7. EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT. Hiring minority employees is the first step, but companies must also focus on employee development and retention.



10. PUBLIC POLICY. Define the brand, voice and strategy around public policy. Build opinions about legislation that will move the entire sector forward.



4. RECRUITING. Recruiting must improve its transparency, candidate pool, brand, and metrics.



*See full descriptions of recommendations on PAGE 16.
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PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS’ BACKGROUNDS This section analyzes the characteristics of CODE2040 fellows’ respective journeys in tech. Who are CODE2040 fellows? How did they become interested in software engineering? What are their backgrounds and trajectories? What patterns emerge across different intersections of identity?



1. 



Participants’ Diverse Backgrounds



In its mission statement, CODE2040 “creates pathways to success for Blacks and Latino/as in the innovation economy.” Under the umbrella of “Blacks and Latino/as,” however, fellows come from a diversity of backgrounds. It is important to recognize how the intersectionality of identities leads to differential experiences in the CODE2040 fellowship and, more broadly, in tech. Fellows can generally be categorized as follows: - Women of color



- Latino men



- Black men



- International fellows



RESPONDENT DEMOGRAPHICS



75



69:31



respondents from 2012-2015 cohorts (over 91 percent response rate)



male to female ratio



53% Latino 60% US 45% Black



28% international



1% other



12% educated in US and abroad



“I didn’t realize you could make games yourself. I thought you had to be 40 or something!”
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Figure 1: Fellow demographics by CODE2040
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Figures 4 & 5: Fellow demographics by race & nationality 120%  
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2. 



Data Trends in Fellow Journeys



The following section discusses correlations between intersections of identity and key variables in the fellows’ journey in tech.



• Typology The fellows generally categorize into four types: career seeker, aspiring tech entrepreneur, curious learner and hacker purist. These typologies have the following characteristics:



hacker purist



curious learner o Enters tech for the love of building, innovating, and problem solving



o Enters tech for the love of building, innovating, and problem solving o Loves programming



o Works on side projects



o Immersed in extracurricular learning



o Can imagine moving beyond programming eventually



o Wants to program for life



career seeker



aspiring entrepreneur



o Enters tech in pursuit of a job and livelihood o Loves Silicon Valley scene o May or may not like programming o Can imagine moving beyond programming eventually



There are two key points about typologies. First, fellows describe an increase in career seekers in the discipline, especially at universities with well known CS programs. “There are a lot of people who don’t like CS,” explains one fellow. “They still do it because it’s a hard major and they’ll get a good job out of it.” Another describes the difference between “tactical” and “purists” motivations for entering tech—and how career seekers can succeed in computer science: At my school the largest proportion are people that are doing [CS] as a career option as oppose to people who are doing it because it’s their... it’s been their whole life… Particularly at Princeton... the two categories I have observed... because everyone I go to school with is extremely capable and extremely intelligent, even the people that don’t have a deep, natural passionate connection to the subject matter are still going to perform very well.



o Loves Silicon Valley scene o Wants to innovate and create o Wants to manage others o Can imagine moving beyond programming eventually
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CODE2040 | Fellows Program research Second, while the typologies are relatively evenly split across race, there is a drastic difference between genders. - Female fellows lean toward being curious learners and hacker purists - Male fellows lean toward being aspiring entrepreneurs and career seekers 40%   35%   30%   25%   20%  



Black   La?no  



15%   10%  



Figure 6: Typologies split evenly among races
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Figure 7: Typologies vary
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• Early starts • Female fellows are more likely to have started coding before university. While male fellows are evenly split between starting coding early and starting in college, about 70 percent of female fellows began to code before university. • Black fellows are more likely to have started coding before university. While Latino fellows are about evenly split between starting coding early on and starting in college, about 60 percent of Black fellows began to code before university.



= aspiring entrepreneur,



career seeker
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• Feeling impacted by race and gender in tech spaces • Women are far more likely to feel negatively impact due to race and gender in tech spaces. Female respondents report much higher rates of feeling intimidated or ostracized due to race and gender at university, work, and other tech spaces (e.g. hackathons, conferences). • Over 78 percent of female respondents describe feeling negative impact due to race in tech spaces (compared to 26 percent of men). While for women, race typically creates challenges in navigating tech spaces, for men race sometimes translates into opportunity (e.g. access to scholarships, fellowships, etc.).



• Quitting Tech • Women are more likely to consider dropping out of CS programs. 70 percent of male respondents report feeling completely sure of their decision to study CS. Only 30 percent of male fellows have considered dropping out of CS, compared to 55 percent of female fellows. • Black fellows are more likely to consider dropping out of CS programs. 69 percent of Latino respondents report feeling completely sure of their decision to study CS. Only 31 percent of Latino fellows have considered dropping out of CS, compared to 44 percent of Black fellows



• Over 91 percent of female respondents describe feeling negatively impacted by gender in tech spaces (compared to 0 percent of men).



3%   11%  



• Challenges in tech • 



Feeling  behind/hard   material  



Obstacles in tech do not vary across race or



Social  problems  



nationality, but do vary between genders. Male fellows feel most challenged by hard material and feeling behind in tech skills. Female fellows feel most challenged by social problems and feeling ostracized
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Personal  problems  



26%   60%  



Tech's  appeal  



in tech spaces (see figure 9).



3. Obstacles for Black & Latino/a Technologists in Tech Fellows cite many challenges in tech spaces. The majority of obstacles (60 percent) relate to hard material and feeling behind (e.g. failing a class, scrambling to find enough time, making up for subpar school programs, etc.). Social problems account for 26 percent of obstacles (e.g. fitting in with CS culture, intimidation, language barriers, lack of support network, etc.). Personal problems like mental health, finances, and visa status account for 11 percent of cited obstacles. Finally, three percent of challenges relate to not sensing the broader appeal of tech—or flat out disdain for coding.



Figure 8: Fellows cite challenges to navigating tech spaces



Figure 9: Women cite social problems & men cite problems with tech material
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In general, the various challenges that fellows face in tech fit into four central categories: lack of awareness, “breakdown moments,” imposter syndrome, and high expectations. The following section expands on each theme.



• Lack of Awareness Students from all backgrounds face challenges in gaining professional, technical, and industry awareness. Even students hailing from UC Berkeley and Stanford, situated at the epicenter of tech, often cite not knowing what professional resources exist on campus. They have no friends, role models, or informal connections to guide them. “I don’t think I could have gotten a tech internship without CODE2040,” one fellow explains. “There are all these career fairs at Stanford. They’re overwhelming. I went to tons and sent a lot of applications, but I got no offers. Zero. I’m introverted. I wasn’t great at going to recruiters and making small talk. I don’t stand out.”



“Even though we were close to Silicon Valley, we were disconnected.” A lack of awareness of the sector’s broader scope, technical resources, and professional resources is especially salient for students from universities disconnected from Silicon Valley and the entrepreneurial tech world. “For non-top tier schools… You go to a career fair and the jobs from Google, Facebook, they’re not hiring... The jobs for CIS majors are IT and nothing very exciting, unless you like to work with servers and networking,” explains a fellow. “That’s one of the roadblocks. People aren’t as aware of the software industry, where you can work.” One fellow describes how he snuck into a local Ivy League job fair to hand out his CV, as there were no such professional events on his small campus giving access to tech job openings. Another mentioned the frustration of growing up in proximity to Silicon Valley with barriers to entry: “There was not a lot of awareness about CS in Salinas. It was mainly agriculture there…. My parents both started as field workers. My dad finished high school; my mom never did. Even though we’re close to Silicon Valley, we were disconnected.” Fellows gained confidence as they learned that people from all backgrounds, even top tier universities, faced similar challenges in tech: I learned that a lot of people had the same issues… I went to high school [where] they don’t have some of the opportunities that other schools have. They just don’t have the same resources... either financial or network... If you look at the demographics of CODE2040 there’s a lot of really, really smart students and there’s a lot of Ivy League... So they have these really, really good schools. It’s very interesting to see that even them, they also have these struggles… So it’s just interesting to see how we all really relate, even though we come from different places, different backgrounds. We’re family now. In addition to a lack of awareness at the individual fellow level, there is also a gap in awareness at the organizational level regarding what minorities are experiencing in tech. Tech spaces lack of candid conversations about diverse backgrounds, experiences, and opinions. This phenomenon relates to race, but also transcends it, as one fellow describes:
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What’s hard is when the environment seems not to acknowledge what you’re going through as a different person… Especially when there are problems in the Black community, like the shooting in Charleston. When they are killing people randomly… and you come to work, you have that idea and feeling in mind and want to talk to at least one person about it, but you see that nobody, no one knows about it… I have this feeling that work should be a place where not only we come just to work, but also to support each other… It’s isolating. I think that doesn’t just happen in the workforce. I started feeling it even at Morehouse... and even though it’s an all minority Black college, I came from a country where there were wars in the Eastern part of Congo. Things could happen over there. I know that my family is in danger, but nobody could talk about it at school. I’m the only one from Congo.



• Breakdown Moments Fellows often experience pivotal moments when they seriously consider quitting tech. These breakdown moments include: • Failing a class. “[I thought about quitting CS] very often. Some days I’m like... I’m gonna drop this. It’s too hard. I can’t do it. I remember taking this one CS class and it was so hard... and at that moment, in the middle of this hard exam I really considered jumping out.” • Rejection from job/internship. “I mentored some CODE2040 finalists about tech interviews and prep. There was a summer where one of the fellows got eight interviews and rejections and was ready to give up.” • Not fitting the CS stereotype. “I was pushed away from tech in subtle ways. ‘You wouldn’t like that. It’s too dry and boring for you.’ The people I knew who did tech were the stereotype of people in the basement coding away. I wanted to be social and have friends.” • Crisis in personal finances. “Every year I go through college is a small miracle, because I actually don’t have enough money to get through... At the end of freshman year was the first time where it was hitting me that this was more than I could handle. My family wasn’t able to contribute the amount they were expected to... so I had to cover both what my family was supposed to pay and what I had to pay.” • Visa problems. “[I wanted to quit] because of money. I’m undocumented, so it’s really hard to find resources.” • Crisis in physical or mental health. “Mental health is hard. We don’t know how to talk about how we feel. A lot of the kids [in my university CS program] are depressed and stressed. The professors really don’t care. They care more about how much we learn instead of how we feel, which I guess is what we’re paying for... I really hated it for so long... On the CS side it felt really cold. It’s not supportive and warm... Everyone has their head down, trying to work hard and get things done. It’s overwhelming. Everyone helps each other. But everything is so hard it feels like no matter how much help you get, it’s still overwhelming. Everyone bands together in this state of stress. They have psychiatrists I guess. But they don’t ever talk about it.”
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• Social problems. “CS was never the problem with my program. It was the people. It was social… I considered dropping out a lot, but then I would be stuck… I felt ashamed about leaving. People talk shit about the girls in the program. I didn’t want to be that Latina girl who other people said I should never have been there to begin with.” Breakdown moments generally pertain to university experiences (not job), though this is likely skewed by the fact that fellows are relatively new to the job market and the bulk of their experiences are in school. As one fellow puts it, “I felt like giving up in college. With all the rejection, the no’s, the failed interviews, doing horribly on tests.” Another fellow articulates the difference between university and industry pressures: I haven’t thought about dropping out once I got to industry… I don’t know why. In university there’s only one way to do things. There’s almost no dimensionality to people within the context of a grading scheme and a class... [Work] is really more of a meritocracy... [In school] you learn languages and you’re tested on it. You don’t see the big picture… Couple that with the way that they teach in schools, which is… very, very one-dimensional. What if you’re not a good test taker? To counter breakdown moments, fellows nearly universally cite finding support in others (e.g. peers, professors, or mentors). This typically happens organically, outside of the classroom. “It wasn’t a matter of finding these communities,” explains one fellow. “It was a matter of making them. It’s important to know that there’s more to tech than whatever insular community in your school or town. Or even SF.” Further, breakdown moments often dissolve after fellows see a connection between computer science studies and the technology sector’s broader impact and scope: I was at Yale in their main dining hall and there was like thousands of CS majors in the main room. I saw this one guy and he had an Oculus Rift virtual reality headset on and he was watching through the eyes of a drone floating above around the room, controlling it. So he was hovering behind himself, looking at himself, as if he were playing himself as a game in the third person. Looking at that I was like: ‘Wow! This is not, like, typing on a keyboard all day or staring at a computer.’ There’s actually a lot of fun to be had, a lot of awesome things. And this is something I really, really want to be involved in. At my school the end goal is something like to work at IBM and help build a database in a cubicle. But I learned there was more… After I went to hackathons, I never wanted to change [from CS].



• Imposter Syndrome Breakdown moments compound with high rates of imposter syndrome. Imposter syndrome exists across educational and professional settings, but especially among women of color and African-American men. Fellows commonly talk about feeling behind the curve or not belonging in tech spaces. Many fellows feel imposter syndrome at university, especially at schools like Stanford or UCB where CS departments have rigorous reputations. There is a common tendency to feel “behind” when deciding at age 18 to pursue CS, given that others had begun coding in high school and middle school. “Start yesterday,” one fellow advises.
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“They’ve been coding since the womb!”
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Others experience imposter syndrome when they enter industry, often feeling insecure about competing in the market against students from top-tier schools: Being from Cal State Monterey Bay... nobody knows who you are or where you come from. So who [sic] the hell do I compare myself to? How do I know my program is good? … When I got [to CODE2040] I was like: What the hell am I doing here? And we later learned this was called imposter syndrome. I was in the building with people from Princeton, from MIT, and it’s me from Cal State Monterey Bay... I felt like I was in the wrong place.



“You took my spot because you’re a double minority.” Why does imposter syndrome happen among technologists of color? Does it stem from insecurities? Or from differential treatment? Fellows find it difficult to parse out the internal and environmental factors for imposter syndrome, likely because the two sides are constantly interacting. Depending on their identity, fellows link feelings of insecurity and isolation to race, gender, and skills. Tech spaces have pervasive engineer stereotypes that are unrepresentative of the population. Fellows are dissuaded from tech when they do not match what they believe is the stereotypical hacker (e.g. nerdy, anti-social, in the basement, white guys in hoodies, etc). This type of repulsion comes from external forces and also from within. Other people are actively discouraging. “In my past, sometimes it’s hard to be in CS [sic],” says one fellow. “Not just because I’m a girl. Sometimes people think I’m not smart or I’m bad at coding because I’m outgoing. They say things like they think I’m a stupid girl who’s going to give up because I like to be social and make friends.” Fellows also self-select out of tech due to hacker stereotypes. Fellows who did not match the stereotype often believe, despite loving coding, that they could not compete in the job market with developers that had no life outside of software languages. Women of color and African-American men often link imposter syndrome and feelings of isolation to race and differential treatment: I went to a public school in Detroit. It was all Black. Then going to a school like Stanford that was really, really different meant [that] the dynamics were different. I had to adjust. I had to learn how to learn from people that were really different... And there were stereotypes and micro-aggressions. People think you’re not supposed to be there or that you’re not smart enough. I grew up predominantly around Black people... it wasn’t said explicitly [at university], but a lot of it was... I really struggle with self-doubt. There’s an intense amount of pressure I put on myself to feel like I’m supposed to get it.
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Being the only girl. Or being the only black girl, I wondered: Am I supposed to be here then? Or maybe I’m supposed to be somewhere else. I felt pretty comfortable with my skills, but when there was something I didn’t get I felt less open to reaching out because I wasn’t sure who would respond well to me. I wasn’t sure how to talk to people. My skills were good for the class and I was prepared, but it was hard finding help when I needed it. Now it’s kind of like bite the bullet and reach out because it’s very difficult to get through by yourself. Latinos from lower income backgrounds similarly connect imposter syndrome to race and differential access to opportunities: When I first got here, I was kind of ashamed of being Mexican. It’s very sad to think about... Where I’m from there are a lot of field workers and they’re always Mexican... And for some ignorance... It never hit me... it’s not like they want to be there, it’s more like this cycle of poverty thing... I always looked at myself and thought, ‘Well, I’m Mexican. I’m working my ass off. If I can do that, everyone can.’… It was really challenging because I’m from like Section 8 housing. My family is broke as hell... But then when I got [to CODE2040]… literally one day I was sitting there in bed thinking about where I came from and really took a look at it from a different angle... [and to] really to have pride in who I am. And not to have shame in where I’m from... Before it was like ‘Don’t call me a Mexican because I don’t want to be associated with someone who works in the field.’ Or have that association of being lazy... And now I have so much pride in my people. They’re hard working. Just because it’s in labor doesn’t mean they’re not hard working, smart, intelligent people. That’s what I got out of CODE2040... I think the program set up the environment to let me think this way... where you can start thinking about cultural disadvantages. Latinos and international students from higher income backgrounds commonly link imposter syndrome to skills. This informs their insight for how to overcome it, which emphasizes individual agency over systemic change. “Don’t think of [race],” suggests one such fellow. “Just try to do your best. If you follow your passion, everything will come.” Another fellow suggests that the best way to combat discrimination is to focus on disproving stereotypes: “Try to ignore the worries or discrimination and stay heads down, focused on work and delivery. A lot of people spend a lot of time thinking about how they’re held back... One of the best ways to solve that is to show merit... Disprove them with your work.” Another elaborates on dealing with imposter syndrome via individual agency: It doesn’t matter where you’re from. It doesn’t matter the color of skin. You’re as smart as anyone else. And I think the things you face in life force you to be even a greater person... so you actually know the value for learning, the value of money, the value of being good at something. You may have gone through a lot of tough things in your life... A lot of people think it’s about having the technical skills. But it’s not. If you don’t understand people or how to work with people, then you’re not going to make it. You have to have emotional knowledge. Nobody’s going to want to work with you if you don’t... Keep trying... Do programming competitions, do open source. It doesn’t matter your color or gender or race. This stuff is there for everyone. And I’m pretty sure everyone will flock around you when they realize you’re the best one in the class.
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Finally, the few Latino males that do feel race has impacted their tech experiences have varying experiences. Some describe feelings of isolation: “I doubt myself a lot. I feel like I get micro aggressions because sometimes I speak and they don’t understand… It’s hard to be the only Latino in a CS classroom. They stare at you and ask whether you’re a software engineer.” Others, however, are reflective about how they use race to their advantage. Rather than having a negative impact, this group has figured out ways to use race to successfully navigate tech spaces. This might sound weird. I thought [Code2040’s focus on race] was positive because I thought it was more likely I would get in. Typically I was one of the few Latinos in the room. And one of the not-rich Latinos in the room. Of course race impacted me. I was lucky that everyone was welcoming. They were curious. I thought it was cool to go to the rich people school... it’s 100% been positive in my life... to be honest... I feel like affirmative action is a thing and I’m obviously going to take advantage of it if it’s there. But there might be some other really talented people that don’t get in. That feels like an unfair advantage.



“Did your boyfriend write this code for you?” Across the board, all female fellows correlate imposter syndrome to gender. Gatekeepers’ expectations for female technologists are explicitly lower and express micro aggressions toward females to varying degrees of overtness. Fellows recount professors or TAs assuming that female students are cheating—that either a male wrote the code or that the student plagiarized. While some fellows brush off some individual hostilities (e.g. the sexist joke), others feel offended. As one fellow describes: “In a conference on cyber security, [the security guards] asked me if I was allowed to come in and asked me to be with a professor. They thought I shouldn’t be there. I felt that shouldn’t happen.” Compiled, such micro aggressions against female technologists aggravate imposter syndrome. “It’s not really the validation of someone telling [females of color in tech] that they’re good,” says one fellow. “But it’s really the harm from so many people telling them they’re not fit to do it.” After repeatedly being made to feel unwelcome, these women begin to feel that way. Female fellows talk about mixing in with “the typical CS tech majority” and feeling ostracized, without understanding fully why: I don’t know if it’s because I didn’t know as much as they did... or if I just didn’t fit in. They all came from private schools. I can’t connect to their humor... The parties and being with the tech majority feel like I’m in a different country... or I walked in a room where everyone is friends and I’m the only stranger... Maybe I feel like a fish out of water so I act like a fish out of water. I feel less confident in what I say. Others note that men of color have an easier time connecting with other men in tech spaces. Male fellows often describe easy relations in CS programs and at work. “My friends who are Latino are able to adapt to environments a lot quicker,” a female Latina fellow explains. “But for me it always took a little longer for people to trust me... It literally is just gender... It’s easier for guys to talk to other guys. You automatically assume there’s more likelihood that [guys] have something in common with a guy than [they] do with a girl.”



CODE2040 | Fellows Program research As a concrete example, two fellows (one male, one female) worked for small startups that had all male employees. The fellows had extremely differing experiences when startups paid for employees to travel abroad for a week.



female fellow “They didn’t try to make the environment as inviting as it could have been. And I don’t think they thought about it until I spoke up about it. So... I had never met most of these people before... It was just very bro-y. We were supposed to have a hack week and make something throughout the week, but I felt it was more centered around drinking. Which... um... If I was their friend, that would be cool. But I was trying to work for them... There was one incident on the trip where I wasn’t feeling so comfortable. The founder resolved it. And when we came back, we had an in-depth conversation about it.... He didn’t want me to feel like he intentionally set me up to feel uncomfortable... I do think it’s gender related... He let me explain everything from my side and he didn’t try to explain it from his side. He mostly just tried to offer solutions... But… if they do want to do a trip every year and they want to get more girls, then I don’t know... There was no getting to know you. We just jumped straight into drinking... They all have the same background. They’re all white males. I told him: your culture is sort of different than mine. I don’t drink with the people I work with—or that excessively at least. And I don’t think that the activities we did had to be that centered around drinking... I just think that they honestly didn’t look at it with any other perspective than their own.”



male fellow “Company culture is ridiculous! It’s awesome. We left the country and partied for a week.”



It is important to note that dissecting the challenges (and solutions to) isolation and imposter syndrome was extremely difficult across intersectionalities of race and gender: In our society think we understand isolation in a sense of race, gender, sexuality, but we haven’t really begun to explore or understand the intersectionality… In my case it’s very particular because I don’t think it was either race or gender, it was both at the same time… I couldn’t always relate to my female friends, and I also couldn’t always relate to my Black male friends in CS… A lot of work that has been done to improve things for women, but usually the women who champion these spaces are typically white women. And they tend to be very exclusive of others. So what happens when you’re a Black female and you have someone who makes a really racist comment against you? Or something that’s very sexualizing towards you? This is not something that every type of woman will face, but as a Black woman you will get those types of things from your professors, from your teachers, from your TAs… These are not really things that your white female friends can relate to. And it’s hard because they’re not necessarily willing to embrace those types of experiences you have. So you can’t get support there, but if you go over to spaces that are made for Black people [in tech], then typically it’s being made for Black men.
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Regardless of the source, overcoming imposter syndrome is highly correlated with the realization that resources exist and are accessible. “You don’t realize how much help people are getting through their informal networks,” explains one fellow. “You think they’re doing it on their own and you should be doing that. Then you get access to these networks and realize that you can do better too.”



“If I do badly, then will they think badly of every Black person that comes after me?” • High Expectations High expectations for Black and Latino/a technologists are common in three forms. • 



Fellows feel external pressure to meet a high talent bar



• Fellows put pressure on themselves and other Blacks and Latinos to meet a high talent bar • 



Fellows feel pressure to bridge the cultural gap between themselves and others



Whatever the source, high expectations correlate with a sense of being a representative of one’s people. “If I fail right now, I fail for myself,” one fellow explains. “If I succeed, I succeed for the majority… If I do badly, then will they think badly of every Black person that comes in after me?” Fellows talked about the burden of success. “There are so many of my classmates that are not where I am, but could be,” she continues. “So I think you feel that weight… Our peers put that on us as well.” Finally, fellows often avoid asking questions in class or at work for fear of poorly representing their group (racial, gender, or intersection). This handicap is highly correlated with race as well as gender: My crew consists of Latino men or women, Black men or women, or people who aren’t from that background, but understand what’s up. I’m afraid to go to the other people who aren’t [from these groups]. I’m afraid if I go up and say something that is stupid and they’ll judge me for that and judge all women, or if they realize that I’m Latina they’re judge all Latinas. I think gender impacts how people experience tech more than race. Support systems are huge... I feel like for men in my major, nobody wants to say they spent a whole bunch of time working on this one homework assignment. Everybody did it in five minutes and they got it right and it was so easy. And that’s what they tell each other. It’s boastful. And I think in my program women tend to be more honest about that. Like ‘No, actually this was really hard. And maybe I felt really bad when doing this. I almost felt like I couldn’t complete it.’ But you can’t really say that out loud when other people are saying that it took them five seconds and that it was super easy. In addition to feeling external and internal pressure to perform, fellows also describe putting pressure on other people of color in tech. One fellow mentioned his thoughts on taking class with a Latino CS professor. “Maybe he’ll like mess up writing something on the white board. I think about that a lot. I think about it more than with a White professor. I question whether people respect him.” Another fellow delineates his analysis on why CODE2040 fellows and people of color in general must excel:



CODE2040 | Fellows Program research For fellows coming up, it’s really important... that they need to be the best engineers possible... because... I feel like people think, with the biases... if any one of us slips us, that’s hard... slacking off is just not an option... It can’t be an option... If you don’t do it for yourself, do it for everybody. It’s just so important that you give it 100 percent... I have the mindset like we have to prove them wrong... It’s a lot of pressure... Even with all that pressure, we have to be better than our counterparts. They’re looking for us to not be good or to fail. That’s what drives me. When I’m like, ‘Oh, can I finish this feature or should I just go home and go out friends?’



In sum, tech spaces are environments with wide cultural and social gaps between individuals and underdeveloped methods for bridging them. The onus usually falls on minorities to adapt. Challenging the status quo, after all, is daunting. “There were TAs and students that talked about why women won’t succeed in CS,” says one fellow. “My strategy more often than not was to withdraw. If I had a TA like that I would withdraw. I regret that. I think reporting… might have been better.”



“CODE2040 helped with confidence. Even if I didn’t believe in myself, there were other people who did.”



CODE2040 IMPACT Fellows report that CODE2040 had an immense impact on their lives, either defining or greatly enhancing their trajectory. In general, the program’s impact can be categorized as follows:



Finding family. “Instead of having just tech friends or black women friends, I have them all rolled into one. People who understand intersectionality… That was really powerful. It made it easier to reach out to people… [It] is comfortable and allowed me to be myself... One thing I don’t like in minority spaces is when people come in and they’re like, I’m here to help the poor black children and see them rise up. • 



So I very much liked that [CODE2040] felt more like a community. It felt like this is a family member that you haven’t met yet. The informality was way more beneficial than if it were really professional... People were not coming to speak at you, but speak with you.”
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• Exposure to Bay Area network and industry. “In school I didn’t even know what Silicon Valley meant. I didn’t even know that was a place. I just thought I’d graduate, get a job in Maryland, and work for the government or something. If not for CODE2040, I wouldn’t be here right now. CODE2040 opened my eyes... It expanded my network from zero to 100 in one summer. I strongly doubt that I would have known about CA without CODE2040. It did everything. Network, workshops. The next summer, I literally didn’t apply to another internship. I pulled out the business cards I had from CODE2040... and emailed and the next thing would be a phone call interview.”



• Knowledge about navigating careers in tech. “I began to know what to look for in a company. How they treated people, the composition, how employees are treated. I prefer working in teams with diversity, whether it’s cultural or intellectual... After CODE2040 that mindset helped me pick next companies… How did [CODE2040] impact my trajectory? It gave me a trajectory! [It enables you to] plan your career path. Where do you want to be now? Where do you want to be in the future? What do I want to do? What companies can help me achieve that? It made me less interested in huge, big companies... I’d go to career fairs and walk right by Facebook and Google... CODE2040 got me to a place where... I was thinking more along the lines of what are the skills I need and where can I go to get them.”



• Feeling confident. “These Ivy League schools make you feel entitled to anything. That you deserve anything. When you go to a smaller school like mine, you don’t get that. I didn’t get that. And CODE2040 has really made me feel like if I want to do something, then I can. I went into the summer thinking I’m so grateful to have this job. And now I’m pickier. I know what I want more.” “I owe my career to Code2040. Hands down. I tell everyone. They gave me a chance to prove that I could do it. But when you go to a public state school, and you’re just a freshman... I understand why a company would limit its risks. I owe everything to CODE2040. It’s opened so many doors. Now I have peace of mind and breathing room know that I’m okay with my career. Worst case scenario I can return to Facebook or another company I worked for. That let’s me be more adventurous with courses I’m taking, broadening my knowledge, instead of sticking to CS for fear of threatening my career.”



• Caring about diversity in tech. “I’ve always had diversity on my mind, but before I didn’t really think about it much. We were just a bunch of CS students… I grew up in San Antonio, in a hometown that was 70 percent Latino. Being Hispanic was very normal. I was the majority. Then I came to Dallas and diversity is still better than other parts of the country. Now after CODE2040 I’m more proactive about finding a lack of diversity… I started looking around and wondered how big the problem was and counted. And there’s probably like four Latino out of 300 programmers. Now I got involved… and worked to get more Latinos involved in CS. I am more focused on getting more women and people of color involved in tech.”
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• Incentive to help other students of color. “You have to have help sometimes. And I’m learning how to make connections with different types of people. The internships that I’ve had helped... The things I’ve had in my head is like ‘people don’t want to work with you. They kind of just want you to go away’... But doing internships and working with people of all types of backgrounds has shown me that those stereotypes aren’t held... It’s not common for people to think that. So it’s more getting the voice in my head to be quiet so that I can make connections. Basically everyone is kinda nerdy. They want to just build something cool today. So internships have helped me find similarities rather than look at differences…. It’s broadened my horizons to industry and entrepreneurship. Before I was just focused on getting a PhD or research. I walked away realizing that I could totally do this. There is totally help out there—you just have to know how to get it, where to find it. And you have to do that before someone gets discouraged... I sort of have this mindset now: I can change the world—where do I start?... So now I seek out freshman girls coming into my major. If I find out, then I go find them, track them down, make sure they know who I am, make sure they know there’s support out there.”



RECOMMENDATIONS This section discusses recommendations to improve influx and retention of Black and Latino/a engineers in the tech industry. Our findings show that Black and Latino/a technologists experience obstacles and seriously consider leaving tech when facing a lack of awareness and social networks. It follows that increasing retention of Black and Latino/a technologists would be improved with more awareness and social networks. For the industry to create and develop such opportunities, one must first define them:



Figure 10: Recommendations for individuals to increase retention of Black and Latino/a technologists in tech spaces
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1. 



Awareness Building Industry scope: Understanding tech’s potential and scope is highly correlated with retention. Fellows feel closest to quitting when they do not connect the dots between the hard work in CS university programs and the broader scope of what they can do with the skills and technologies they are learning. “Remember the broader impact you’ll have with CS. No other industry can have the impact that CS can have. You can use technology to impact millions of people in a matter of minutes.” • 



Technical resources: Many argued that the key to success in tech is to learn technical skills outside of academia, which is often seen as outdated and disconnected from industry standards. “Get out there and learn beyond classroom. There are a lot of ways to learn and get involved in tech beyond the classroom. A lot of people get discouraged from CS in university, but try giving tech a chance by researching something you’re interested in tech beyond coursework.” • 



Professional resources: Accessing professional resources, both online and offline, is a game changer for many fellows. “Build relationships,” one fellow advises. “I think people really don’t understand the power of networking. It’s huge. You have to take advantage of it.” • 



Diversity resources: Fellows describe the need for translating resources that do not target people of color. “Resources are out there for tech,” one fellow explains, “but they’re really resources that are not meant for minorities… For example I remember in [a tech publication] they had an article for what to wear to interviews. And it said, ‘absolutely don’t wear white, don’t wear colors’… This is really meant for a White woman or a fair woman. Actually for Black or darker skinned women, white looks awesome and [it’s] a color you can wear… Black women are going to read that, but they’re not going to get it because that intersectionality piece is not there.” • 



2. 



Social Network



Across professional and social spheres, networks help at multiple levels (e.g. learning new technologies, passing classes, finding jobs, mental health support, etc.) and divide into two categories: • Peers: Fellows emphasize the importance of finding support with peers from different communities (e.g. university, hacker, maker, etc.). “Find a group and work together. Help each other. Work with them everyday. You might fail together, but there’s a point where you might start succeeding together too. This translates very well [from university] to workplace because if you don’t have the ability to work with someone else really well, then you will have a hard time working in a company.”
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• Role model: Across the board, fellows find having a role model hugely important. This is especially true for fellows who had no immediate link to tech and computer science growing up. As one fellow explains: “There’s a vacuum of talent and people to look up to… People need to see that there are people of color higher up so that they can see, even on the subconscious level, that it’s entirely possible to do that.” Another fellow describes the benefits of working with a diverse set of colleagues and role models: Oh my gosh. I love Pandora so much. I’m overwhelmed by the difference between Pandora and [my last company]. Up there it was so one-dimensional. Everyone looked the same, thought the same, talked the same. Here there’s [sic] so many types of people. I love the people and the culture. Even if I need help here, I’m not afraid to reach out. They won’t look at me like, ‘Oh you’re stupid.’ My manager is a black female. She’s so high up. There was nothing like that [before].



3. 



Ecosystem Recommendations



Given the definitions of awareness and social networks in this context, what are methods for companies to foster each? We discuss internal strategies (i.e. at a given company) and external strategies (i.e. across the tech sector) to build awareness and social networks—and thus create a healthy ecosystem for diversity and inclusion in tech.



Figure 11: Recommendations for company and sector ecosystems to increase retention of Black and Latino/a technologists
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Internal Ecosystem Recommendations (at companies) RECRUITING. Recruiting must improve its transparency, candidate pool, brand, and metrics. • Be transparent. The recruitment process must be transparent not only about employee experience at the company, but also about the recruitment process itself. Applicants from marginalized communities will feel reassured that all candidates have basic access to pertinent recruiting information and resources. • Expand your pool. Forget the excuse that minority talent does not exist. It does—and one must know where to look. Expand sourcing beyond current employee social networks and focus on pipeline organizations beyond elite universities. • Diversify your brand. Review your career site, emphasizing your company’s openness to diversity. Online and offline, if possible, highlight your current employees’ diverse backgrounds (i.e. to dissuade candidates from the belief that only certain stereotypes will score jobs). Screen job post for problematic language or bias, to make sure that you’re communicating in a way that will not repel minorities • Set metrics. Track whether these changes in tactics have any impact on diversity hiring.



PROTOCOLS. Educate employees about company protocols to foster awareness about communication and resources for navigating the workspace.



INTERVIEWING. Standardize the interview process to measure work and tech skills. Note that technical ability can come from a range of backgrounds (e.g. from autodidacts to top tier colleges). • Standardize interviews. Understand your baseline for measuring technical skills to limit decisions based on biases. - Bias training. Train hiring managers and recruiters about unconscious bias and coded language. Interviews that communicate bias reinforce notions of exclusion, which discourages minority applicants. - Define core attributes for job beforehand to mitigate bias. - Create a rubric to vet attributes via candidate answers • Test work skills (not anxiety levels). Eliminate whiteboard exercises from technical interviews. Replace with a standardized exercise that parallels actual work situations (e.g. paired programming, projects, etc.).



Set metrics. Track whether these changes in tactics have any impact on diversity hiring. • 



EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT. Hiring minority employees is the first step, but companies must focus on employee development and retention. • ERGs. ERGs provide social networks and professional resources. Ideally, a senior level is a sponsor and involved in each ERG. Members—and especially leaders—should get training to enhance their skills of bonding and creating community (e.g. vulnerability, bonding across identities, diversity “moments” being the “only” in a group, etc.).



• Onboarding protocols. Provide all new hires with employee handbook and make space to answer questions. Lay out available resources that will improve employee experiences (e.g. social, professional, and technical, etc.).



• Management training. Training for all management to standardize expertise that goes along with upward mobility (e.g. blind spots, bias, performance evaluations, etc.)



• Protocols for moments of duress. Training for management and team leads regarding best practices for helping employees cope with moments of duress in communities (e.g. Ferguson, etc.), mental health, stress, etc.



• Employee engagement analysis. Integrate methods to code employee engagement and sentiment analysis for demographic groups, to measure patterns and gaps in work experience (e.g. satisfaction, promotions, raises, churn, etc.).



• Feedback loops. Training for all employees about communication strategies to ask questions, discuss nonemergency questions, ombudsman tactics, etc.



• Career development training. Routine resources and events targeting minority groups.



• Set metrics/goals. Track whether these changes in employee development have impact on retention (are diverse groups staying?) and for employee demographics and development (how are different demographic groups experiencing and faring in the workplace?).
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External Ecosystem Recommendations (across sector) PARTNERSHIPS. Create relationships with companies and organizations invested in building the pipeline and strengthening retention for diverse employees. The goals of building partnerships and sharing information are to improve company tactics and encourage industry-wide learning.



• Cross-sector ERGs. Leverage startup space to create cross-sector ERGs to build community and networks for minorities at companies too small to have independent minority groups (e.g. dev/color). • Financial contributions to organizations focused on providing underrepresented groups with relevant technical skills • Volunteer program for company employees to provide technical skills training. • Mentorship programs for company employees to provide soft skills training. • CODE2040 fellowship programs to improve underrepresented groups access to entry level job opportunities • Community building with D&I at other companies to share and foster innovative D&I strategies, provide access to company resources and events



COMMUNICATIONS. Integrate D&I into communications strategies to reinforce notions of diversity. Including communications around: • D&I initiatives. Define the brand, voice and strategy for talking to press about D&I initiatives at the company. (e.g. annual goals, events, conferences, key figures, partnerships, launches, etc.) • Product. Define the brand, voice and strategy for integrating diversity into product builds. Product visuals and messaging impact (a) how the public perceives users and (b) how seriously a company takes D&I by moving the conversation from press to business choices (e.g. Black Twitter’s response to when Slack used a brown hand in its August 2015 product release). • Learning. Define the brand, voice and strategy for having conversations about lessons and wisdom from D&I initiatives. Build transparency around what has worked, what has not, and how to iterate. • Advocacy. Define the brand, voice and strategy for advocacy across the tech ecosystem. How can the whole ecosystem improve as a whole? What will your company’s role be in that larger process?



PUBLIC POLICY. Define the brand, voice and strategy around public policy. • 



Build opinions



• Be vocal about what legislation will help move the entire sector forward. • Partner within company and across orgs to advance diversity efforts at the local and national level (e.g. PL+US, National Partnership for Women & Families, FWD.us, etc).



Figure 12: Slack received a positive response when it used a brown hand in a product announcement.
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Why This Matters “There is overlooked talent out there... and it needs to be noticed.” Why do we care about the challenges that Black and Latino/a technologists face? Fellows describe two core reasons for boosting retention of diverse groups in tech: 1. The human argument. Black and Latino/a technologists have every right to exist and thrive in tech spaces. 2. The innovation argument. Diverse backgrounds engender a diversity of innovation. Building healthy spaces for minorities in tech impacts both people and products. “If you’re working together with someone who [sic] you have a deep connection with and flow with them more,” explains one fellow, “I really do believe that your product is going to be better.” She argues that to solve the world’s most challenging problems, those closest and most sympathetic must be involved: People are joining tech for very shallow reasons now. It’s the money, the status, the ease of finding a job... So of course you’re not going to find products of depth. In the long term I want to... [create] a product that adds a necessary value rather than a created recreation that so often tech companies are bound to have. Like, do we really need another music service or... dating service?... The people who are making tech companies now, I guess they had problems with things like ease of food delivery services... or a black car getting there quick enough... I feel like there’s a value that tech is not hitting... The human and innovation arguments lead to a third argument, which is perhaps the strongest incentive for companies to roll out diversity and inclusion interventions: 3. The operational argument. The US workforce today is more diverse than it ever has been. For the first time in history, diversity as a competency is a requirement for companies and organizations competing in the 21st century job market. If in the past CODE2040 fellows snuck into job fairs to circulate their CVs, now it is common for them to browse dozens of solicitations that pour in from top tier companies. Tech companies today aim to attact diverse talent precisely at a moment when it is more sought after than ever before. The companies and organizations that adopt practices to integrate diversity into operations and products will adapt to 21st century market competitions. Those who do not will lose talent and, ultimately, be left behind.



Diversity as a competency is now a requirement. The companies that integrate diversity into operations and products will adapt to 21s century market competitions. Those who do not will be left in the dust.
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